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Optimizing and improving software 

testing capabilities across multiple 

devices and platforms.
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Enabling applications to work correctly 
across platforms, test them at scale, and 
develop efficient QA testing processes.

Challenge



A regulated market leader in the gambling 
industry, providing real-time games, content 
and betting integration, and mobile gaming.

Organization

Matechs provides training workshops in 
the very best automated software testing 
practices that enhance QA systems.

Solution
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The tech team is now empowered with the 
much-needed skills of writing robust tests, 
ensuring applications function correctly on 
all digital platforms.

Outcome



As a leading gaming solution provider, our client 
has to deal with one major activity: application 
testing systematically!

Optimizing QA testing is equally important as 
optimizing the application itself. Testing processes 
are laborious, resource-intensive, and not 
particularly charming for the IT team. 

Testing multiple applications at scale depends 
heavily on having an efficient system in place. As 
such, our client needed to optimize and improve 
their QA processes to identify potential errors and 
bugs on all devices and browsers. 


Challenge
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Through our interactive workshop, 

developers and QA engineers learned 

about automated testing in TypeScript, 

practising robust test-writing while 

polishing the theory.




Engineers are now able to apply 

best practices that improve QA 

processes, enabling continuous 

deployment in their software 

development environment.



 introducing the very best automated 

software testing practices
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Solution
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The whole team engaged with 

multiple exercises, tips & tricks 

to find solutions in detail and in 

the context of problems that 

developers faced in their work.


The workshop targeted 

software developers and 

QA engineers that write 

automated test scripts.

2/2solution



Our expertise in functional programming 

and designing advanced typescript libraries 

allows to successfully train teams of all 

sizes and experience levels




Outcome
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 At the end of the workshop, attendees 
acquired hands-on skills necessary to 
ensure that:



their applications work correctly when 
automated tests succeed

users can see and properly interact 
with interfaces

applications will function correctly in 
broad deployment environments
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The tech team has now the skills to provide 

enhanced and reliable end-user 

experiences with an improved QA system.





Outcome it training workshop
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scaling digital projects
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